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ABSTRACT. A series of concentric debris bands crop out on the frontal stagnant zone of Sorbreen, Ny 
Friesland, Vestspitsbergen. T he contained debris, which is dominantly sand and si lt with some clay and 
gravel , is well sorted and banded, and it is thought to be derived from subglacial fluvial deposits. These 
debris bands give rise to a complex series of bedded moraine ridges, and bedded and unbedded sediment 
shee ts on the glacier surface. 

The development of a supraglacia l hummocky moraine is traced and it is composed of several elements: 
supraglacia l ridges, kettle-holes, and fl owed sediment sheets, which are derived from debris ba nds ; supra
glacial fluvial deposits and clay-silt ablation tills; and englacial fluvial deposits. It is a lso suggested that large 
areas of the outwash plain a re underlain by dead g lacier ice. 

From the present work there are several possible impl ications for the interpretation ofPleistocene deposits: 
I. Certain types of "controlled disintegra tion features" may have formed supraglacia lly from d ebris 

bands. Some bedded features hitherto interpreted as fluvioglacial in orig in may be supraglacia l 
morames. 

11. Certain types of " ka me-a nd-kettle" mora ine may be ma inly supraglacia l in orig in. 
111. Complex sequences of tills and bedded sed iments may have been formed during a single g lacier 

retreat phase rather than by multi p le advance and re treat. 

REsUME. D iveloppement d'llne moraine complexe supra-glaciaire all bord du Sorbreen, JVy Friesland, VestspitsbergeTl . 
U ne seri e de bandes concentriques chargees de debris mora iniques sortent de la zone fronta le stagna nte du 
Sorbreen, Ny Friesland, Vestsp itsbergen. L es debris , OU dominent sable et vase avec quelque peu de gravier 
et d'argi le, sont bien tries et lamines, et I'on pense qu ' ils proviennen t d ' un depot flu viatil sous-glaciaire. Ces 
ba ndes de debris donnent naissance it des series complexes de ta lus mora iniques lites, et it des couches de 
sediments lites ou non it la surface du g lac ier. 

Le developpement d ' une moraine hommockee supra-glacia ire est tracee et il est compose de plusieurs 
e lements: ta lus supra-glacia ires, trous d e dolines, et couches de sediments coules, qui deri vent des bandes de 
debris; depots fluviatils supra-g laciaires et depots d'ab lation de vase et d 'a rgil e; et depots fluviatils intra
glacia ires . Il est ainsi suggere que de la rges surfaces de la plaine d 'evacuation sont pavees de g lace de glac ier 
lTI Ort. 

Du present travai l, p lusieurs poss ibles implications ex istent pour interpreter les depots pleistocenes : 
I. Certains types d e formes de des integration controJee ont pu se former it la surface de la g lace it pa rt ir 

des bandes d e debris. Quelques form es lites jusqu'it present interpretees comme d'origi ne fluvio
g lacia ire peuven t etre des mora ines su pra-glacia ires. 

11 . Certains types de kame et kettle mora ine on t pu avo ir une orig ine principa lement supra -g lacia ire. 
Ill. Des sequences complexes de depots et d e sediments lites on t pu Ctre formees pendant une phase d'un 

seul retrait d e glacier plutot que par des avances et ret ra its multipl es . 

Z USA MMENFASSU NG. Die Bildllng eiller !complexen lvf01"(jne alii dem Eis am R ande des Sorbreen , JVy Friesland. 
VeslsjJilSbergen. Eine Serie konzentrischer Schuttbander laucht in der stagnierenden Frontzone am Sorbreen, 
Ny F ri es la nd , Vestsp itsbergen, a uf. D el' darin entha ltene Schutt , der ha uptsach lich aus Sand und Schlamm 
mil etwas Ton und Schotter besteht, ist wohlsorti er t und geband ert. Es wird a ngenom men, dass er von 
su bg laz ia len F lussablagerungen stammt. Diese Schuttbander lassen e ine komplexe Ser ie von geschichteten 
Moranenrucken sowie von geschi chte ten und ungeschichteten Sedimentdecken auf der G letscheroberflache 
entstehen. 

Die Bildung ei ner buckligen IV[orane a uf dem Eis wird ve rfolgl. Sie bes tehl a us versch iedenen Elementen: 
Rucken, kessela rtigen Liichern und uberflossenen Sedimentdecken , d ie von Schu ttbandern herruhren ; 
fluviatilen Ablagerungen auf dem Eis und Ab la tionsban ken a us Ton-Schl amm; schli esslich fluv ia til en 
Ablagerungen im Eis. Es wird angenommen, dass unter weiten Bereichen del' Aufschuttungsebene noch 
Toteis liegt. 

Aus den vorli egenden Untersuchungen lassen sich ein ige Folgerungen fLIr die D eutung pleistozaner 
Ablagerungen ziehen: 

I) Gewisse Typen von "contro lled disin tegration features " kiinnen a us Schu ttbandern an der G letscher
o berflache entstanden se in. E inige geschichte te Erscheinungen, deren U rsprung bisher a ls fluvioglaz ia l 
angesehen wurde, kiinnen Moranen a uf dem Eis sein . 

2) Gewisse Typen von " Kamm und K essel " -Moranen kiinnen ha uptsachlich auf dem E is ents ta nden 
seln . 

3) Komplexe Folgen von geba nkten und geschichteten Ablagerungen kiin nen sich wahrend einer 
e inzigen G letscherruckzugsphase gebildet haben a nstelle eines mehrfachen Vorstosses und Ruckzuges . 
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JO U RNAL OF GL AC I O LOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

S0rbreen, one of several westerly outflows of the Ny Friesland ice cap, lies on the eastern 
side of Widjefjorden, northern Vestspitsbergen, a t lat. 79° 30' N. , long. 16° E. (Fig. la). It 
has a width of I' 5- 2' 0 km., an average surface gradient of I in 14 and flows down to the 
fjord in a westerly direction between steep rock walls. The rocks over which the glacier flows 
are dominantly H ecla H oek quartzites and sands tones, which provide abundant well-sorted 
and easily eroded sediments . The glacier front is bi-lobate in form; there is a large area of 
gently dipping, stagnant ice at the margin of the northern lobe, and another small area of 
stagnant ice in the northern part of the southern lobe (Fig . I b) . These stagnant zones are 
bounded on their up-glacier sides by a steep wall formed by the active ice to the east. 

In the early par t of August 1965, a detailed study was made of a series of supraglacial 
ice-cored ridges and mounds together with the associa ted sediments, which occur on the 
stagnant frontal zones of the glacier (Fig. IC) . M any of these features are composed of bedded 
sand and gravel, a nd at first sight many appeared to be fine examples of eskers, kames and 
other fluvioglacial forms. But on d etailed examina tion it became clear that most of these 
features had developed entirely subaerially after sediment had been deposited on the glacier 
surface from a series of englacia l debris bands ([Ward], 1953) . These features are therefore 
moraine ridges, which have a similar origin to the "shear m oraines" d escribed by Bishop 
(195 7) and Swinzow (1962) from Greenland. Som e bedded ridges gave no definite indication 
whether they were m oraines or of fluvioglacia l origin but they were so simila r to ridges 
dem onstrably d erived from debris bands that a fluvioglacia l origin seem ed unlikely. 

Fine-grained d ebris derived from these bands a lso gives rise to an extensive, flat-lying 
supraglacial moraine consisting of complex sequences of bedded and unbedded sediments 
similar to those observed in areas of Pleistocene glacia tion . A large number of englacia l 
stream channels, som e of which are filled by fluvi a l sediments, occur within the stagnant 
fronta l zones of the glacier. Two such infilIed cha nnels have given rise to eskers which now 
crop out supraglacia lly, one of them passing into an ice-cored fan at its lower end where it is 
surrounded by moraine ridges . 

Much of the debris load of the glacier is concentrated in bands in the basal part of the ice. 
In the stagnant zone of the northern lobe the m aj ority of these debris bands dip up-glacier at 
angles greater than 70°, bu t in the southern part of this stagnant zone (south of A in Figure IC) 

and in the small stagnan t zone of the southern lobe similar debris bands have dips between 
30° and 70°, whilst those which crop out in the steep active ice front to the south have an 
even shallower dip « 30°). 

DISTRIB UTION AND NAT U R E OF THE E NG LACIAL D EBRIS 

D ebris is carried with in the glacier in two structural positions : 

I. Disseminated throughout the ice in the basal pa rt of the glacier. This debris is com
pletely unsorted and ra nges from clay to boulders 2 ' 4 m . in diameter. The concen
tration of this debris in the ice rarely exceeds 15 per cent (by volume) and it is generally 
less than 7 per cent. 

H . D ebris is carried in bands, which are up to 1 m. thick. The debris, which is tightly 
packed and frozen, consists mainly of sand with a li t tle gravel or silt, or silt with a little 
clay. Pebbles and sand gra ins contained within these bands are generall y well rounded, 
suggesting that they have previously undergone fluvial transport. The debris is 
sometimes layered , some of the thinner, sandy debris bands showing an interesting 
tripartite layering, a fine-grained middle layer grading into flanking coarser-grained 
layers. Many of the clayey-silt bands are unlayered or have a layering too fine to be 
detectable. The thicker debris bands often exhibit complex interdigitations of sand , silt, 
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c. Map of part of the snout of Sorbreen 

d. Block diagram showing parI of the margill of Sorbreen 
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DEVELOPMENT OF C OMPLEX MORAINE S IN VESTSP IT SBERGEN 719 

clay and gravel, this included material sometimes being highl y contorted although 
the bounding ice walls are plane surfaces (Fig. 2) . 

The debris: ice ratio within a d ebris band appears to vary with the grain-size of 
the debris. When this consists of sand and gravel, there is no apparent diminution in 
volume on thawing of the inters titial ice, suggesting that only the pore spaces between 
the tightly packed particles are fill ed with ice. When silt or clay is entrained within a 
debris band, its volume may be reduced on thawing to as much as go per cent of the 
original in the case of a silt-rich sample, and as little as 35 per cent in the case of a 
clay-rich sample. Thus it is likely that some of the lamination seen in frozen clay and 
silt d ebris bands will be disturbed by contraction when the ice m elts. Thin ice lenses, in 
contrast to interstitial ice, a re sometimes contained within debris bands. They show 
a fine banding due to the alternation of layers of ice crystals with an average diameter 
of 5 mm. and layers of crystals with an average diameter of I mm. 

At locality Q (Fig. IC), m edium-angle (30- 60°) debris bands crop out in the 
stagnant ice, whilst a few m etres to the east, on the steep active ice cliff, low-angle 
« 30°) bands crop out. The bands exposed at this locality illustrate the way in which 
the g rain-size of debris varies from band to band . The following debris types were 
observed from west to east in successive bands: sand, silt and clay, sand and silt, sil t 

Fig. 2. A ridge excavated to show part of the lenticular outcrop of a medium-angle debris band on the glacier surface. The debris! 
ice contact is shown by a pecked line. Note the banding in the verticalface "a". A section through Ilart if this ridge is shown 
ill Figure I ob 
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and clay, sand and gravel. The grain-size of debris contained within a single band 
may also vary, changing from clayey silt to gravel along its strike. 

D ebris is a lso irregularly distributed along the strike of these ba nds; there may be 
no d ebris a t one point and up to 0'9 m . in another (Fig. 2). H owever, vertica l sections 
through debris bands do no t show any va riation in thickness and thus the bands seem 
to take the form of rods with their axes down dip, pa rallel to the direc tion of ice m ove
ment ; a similar phenom enon has been noted in Greenland by Bishop ( 1957) and in 
Antarctica by Souchez ( 1966) . 

ORIGIN OF T H E D EBRIS BANDS 

There are several possible ways in which the d ebris bands could have originated: 

1. They could be relict crevasses into which sorted and bedded fluvial sedimen ts have 
fall en, subsequent compression having given them their present form . 

11. They could represent beds which were deposited in the accumula tion a rea and have 
subsequently reached the glacier surface in the abla tion area . 

Ill. The materia l of the bands could be subglacial debris which has been frozen on to the 
base of the glacier by a m echanism simila r to that suggested by W eertman ( I g6 I ) and 
brought to the surface as the flow lines turn upwards a t the fron tal m argin. 

I V. The materia l of the bands could represent subglacia l debris which has been brought 
to the surface along shear planes, a m echanism sugges ted for similar debris bands in the 
Thule area of Greenland (Bishop, 1957) . 

Alternative (i) is unlikely because it cannot explain the layering pa ra llel to the con taining 
wa lls of the debris band, and because it would require a pa ttern of deposition which would fill 
one crevasse with sorted sil t a nd clay, and fla nking crevasses with sorted sand and gravel, an 
extrem ely unlikely occurrence. 

Explanation (ii) can be eliminated as there is no suitable basin of sedimentation in the 
accumulation a rea, and the m any d ebris bands which have a graded coarse- fine- coarse 
layering suggest tha t such an origin is unlikely. (U pward grading from fi ne to coarse pa rticl es 
is not uncommon in lakes bu t it seems too much of a coincidence that severa l tempora ry lakes 
should have ex isted in the accumula tion area which gave rise to a n exactly similar graded 
cycle from coarse to fine to coarse. ) 

Alternatives (iii) and (iv) a re much m ore accep table. In bo th of these the debris would be 
fluvioglacial m a teria l picked up from the glacier bed and transported a long planar structures 
to the surface. T he varia tion in the type of sediment con tained within the d ebr is bands could 
then be explained as being a resul t of varia tion in the sedimen ts on the glacier bed . There a re 
thus two possible explanations for the layering in the debris bands. If the ba nds a re flow lines, 
the layering could have resulted from freezing of subglacia l sediment on to the bottom of the 
glacier as suggested by W eertman (1961 ) . Alterna tively, if they are shear planes, the layering 
could have been p roduced by shearing in the m anner predicted by Bagnold (1954) , H e showed 
tha t in the inertia region of gra in flow the dispersive pressure varies as the squa re of the gra in 
dia meter for a g iven shea r stress. This suggests tha t when gra ins of mixed size are sheared 
together, the la rger grai ns should drift towa rds the zone of least shear stra in a nd the sma ller 
gra ins towards that of greatest shear strain. If this m echanism were applied to the d ebris bands 
showing the graded coarse- fine- coa rse layering, it would imply that the middle of the ba nd 
was the zone of greatest shear stra in. Such a n explanation rel ies on the assumption that the 
effects of grain inertia are dominan t during shear across the debris band, as no dispersive 
pressure can be detected during viscous flow. The bands which have a coarse- fine- coarse 
layering are composed of sand a nd, as has been shown on p . 71 9, the ice conta ined within these 
bands lies in the intersti ces between tightly packed grains ra ther than separating them . It is 
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPLEX MORAINES IN VESTSPITSBERGEN 7'21 

therefore reasonable to assume that the effects of grain inertia would be dominant during 
shear across such a band. 

It is possible that the debris bands cropping out on the surface of Sorbreen represent both 
shear planes and frozen-in debris bands of the type envisaged by Weertman ( 1961 ). If this is 
so, the coarse- fine- coarse bands probably represent the former, whilst many of the thicker, 
more complex bands may represent the latter. 

DEBRIS DYKES ON THE GLACIER SURFACE 

As the glacier ice ablates, steeply dipping debris bands originally enclosed within the ice 
project above the glacier surface. Nearly vertical bands (which are frozen) tend to stand up as 
dykes (Fig. 3) and, as material of the dykes slowl y thaws, it peels away to give the d yke a 
characteristic form resembling a cocks-comb. If the dykes al"e composed of sand and gravel, 
the interstitial ice melts out rapidly and the d ebris slumps on to the surrounding ice, building 
up ridges which are described on p . 7'23. If, however, the dykes are composed mainly of clay or 
silt, the interstitial ice thaws out relatively slowly and the dykes may reach a height of I . 05 m. 

Debris bands that crop out as dykes on the glacier surface have been described by Koch 
and W egener (19 17) from Greenland, where till dykes reached a height of 10 m. , by Woldstedt 
(1954) from Iceland and also from Vestspitsbergen by Gripp (19'29) . Those described by 
Gripp were composed of till or silty clay or sand and were termed Lelzmmauern (clay walls) by 
him. H e inferred that they represented debris which had risen from a subglacial position via 
crevasses in the ice. His reasons for this were that the Lelzmmauern were vertical and had no 
direction of preferred orientation, an observation which he considered to rule out the shear
plane origin which Lamplugh ( 19 I I ) suggested for these structures. H e took the view that the 
absence of preferred orientation indicated that the crevasses had formed in stagnant ice, and 
that subglacial material had risen up the crevasses because of the simple load pressure of the 

Fig. 3. High-angle band of sandy debris, cropping alii as a small dyke on Ihe glacier sw/ace. The dyke is splitting along ils 
banding 
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ice on its substratum. An integral part of Gripp's hypothesis (as expressed by Schott (1934)) 
appears to be that subglacial till, soaked by melt water, forms a plastic mass which is squeezed 
up by the weight of the ice into basal crevasses. This hypothesis cannot however be applied 
to S0rbreen as much of the debris is sand and gravel and, although the clay and silt beneath 
the ice might be wet, it is frozen when contained within debris bands. The debris dykes on 
the glacier surface could not therefore have been forced up basal crevasses as a plastic mass. 
Indeed the process offormation envisaged by Gripp for his Lehmmauern seems unlikely as these 
were also frozen and he specifically states that: " . .. wir eisfreies Moranenmaterial unter dem 
Eise, also Grundmorane in engerem Sinne, nirgends gesehen haben" [" ... nowhere have we 
seen subglacia l ice-free moraine, or ground moraine sensu stricto"]' 

These two observations appear to deny the conditions under which material could be 
forced up basal crevasses, viz. that there should be a considerable amount of subglacial till 
beneath a distinct ice/till contact and that the till should be a fluid plastic mass. 

FLAT-LYING SUPRAGLACIAL SEDIMENT 

Although silt and clay dykes thaw only slowly, the material which slumps from them on to 
the ice when they melt tends, because of its fluidity, to spread as a sheet over the glacier surface. 
Minor ridges may be formed but they are very unstable. Silt and clay sheets derived from 
layered debris dykes show good bedding, but where the debris band is not layered the resulting 
sheet of sediment tends to lack bedding. 

Thin poorly compacted tills composed of unsorted debris, which is released from the ice as 
ablation proceeds, also li e on some flat areas of the stagnant zone of the glacier. On slopes 
greater than 5° the finer (clay and si lt) fraction of this till tends to flow into down-slope 
hollows on the glacier surface, carrying sand-size material and small pebbles with it and 
leaving behind an open-textured remanier of boulders, gravel, sand and some silt. The 
material which accumulates in the hollows is thus a silt and clay-rich till, a lthough basally it 
contains those boulders and pebbles which were already lying on the ice in its new locus of 
deposition. At one locality (Fig. Id; B) 1·05 m. of such till is exposed in the side of a channel 
cut by a supraglacial stream. The basal 15 cm., consisting of bouldery till with an open 
texture, lies directly on the ice which is melting rapidly and releasing more unsorted debris. 
The upper 0·9 m. consists of silt- and clay-rich till with occasional streaks of sand, the upper
most 0 · 3 m. of which has partly dried out and is quite compact. The fabric of the lower 
bouldery till is parallel to the direction of ice movement, whilst the fabric of the overlying 
clay- and silt-rich till is parallel to the slope of the glacier surface. 

A large hollow (Fig. IC; C) on the stagnant area of the northern lobe ofSorbreen is filled 
with sediment over an area of 180 by 270 m. An auger hole in the centre of this hollow proved 
at least 2 m. of sediment, and small excavations showed interdigitations of clay-silt till, and 
bedded clays and silts. The latter contain streaks and lenses of sand, lenses of till and occasional 
boulders around which the bedding appears to "flow". The clay-silt till appears to be the fine 
fraction of an ablation till which has flowed into the hollow, whereas the bedded clays and 
silts are apparently derived from fine-grained debris bands. 

Fine-grained tills, silts and clays also occur as sheets beyond the margin of the northern 
lobe. They have flowed through gaps in the marginal moraine complex and have spread out 
over part of the outwash plain (Fig. rc) . At one locality (Fig. Id; D ) o· 5 m. of clay-silt till 
and 15 cm. of clayey silt rest on 0·9 m. of fan gravels which are themselves underlain by 
0·5 m. of clay-silt till. The latter is poorly compacted and bouldery at the base, which rests 
on the glacier surface. This section is exposed in the side of a channel cut by a stream emerging 
from the ice, and which is itself depositing sands and gravels down-stream on top of the above 
sequence. The most likely interpretation of this section is that the lower, un compacted 
bouldery till is an ablation till and that the overlying deposits represent successive phases offan 
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and flow till deposition. This illustrates the action of sand and gravel fans which, continually 
changing their locus of deposition, overwhelm previously deposited flowed tills, silts and clays 
which lie between earlier fans. With increasing distance from the glacier front the sedimentary 
environment gradually changes from one of coarse gravel fans to braided channels with sands 
and silts and occasional gravels, whilst the clouded waters of the fjord opposite the glacier 
front indicate probable clay and silt deposition. As the glacier retreats such a succession of 
lithologies can be expected in a vertical sequence at one place. 

Sequences such as that described above are common both at the margin of many Vest
spitsbergen glaciers and also in areas of Pleistocene glaciation. 

TOPOGRAPHIC FORMS DERIVED FROM DEBRIS BANDS 

The debris falling from a rapidly thawing dyke of sand and gravel builds up on both sides 
of the dyke, forming a small ridge. The underlying ice, which is insulated from insolation by 
this slumped debris, ablates at a much slower rate than the surrounding ice and thus forms an 
ice core. When sand falls from a dyke down the flanks of such an ice-cored ridge, particle 
dispersion results in sorting and bedding parallel to the slope is induced, the flanking sediments 
being built up at the angle of rest. The ice cores of these ridges, though ablating only slowly, 
waste down and release the unsorted debris contained within them. This builds up on the 
surface of the ice core and beneath the bedded sediment derived from the debris dyke. The 
thickness of this unsorted till-like material will depend on its initial concentration in the ice. 

When the immediately subjacent ice melts, the thin till layer is wet and fluid, and it tends 
to initiate slumps which produce mixing of till and overlying sand. In this way complex 
structures of contorted bedded sand containing wisps and bands of till are produced. If the ice 
core has a low concentration of unsorted debris, a few slumps may be initiated by the basal till 
layer but large-scale movement does not occur. If the ice core has a high concentration of 
unsorted debris, a thick layer of till which tends to cause considerable slumping is built up 
directly above the ice core. This is often great enough to bare the ice core of its sediment cover 
except for a thin layer which tends to accelerate rather than inhibit ablation of the ice core 
(0strem, 1959) . The slumped sediment thus forms an annular ridge of mixed till and sand 
around the flanks of the ice core, which wastes at a greater rate. The eventual disappearance 
of this central ice core hence gives rise to a rimmed kettle-hole, which may contain small 
pools, and its annular sediment ridge is often breached. Figure IC shows the positions of 
kettle-holes in the morainic belt on the stagnant zone of the glacier. 

Perhaps the most interesting supraglacial forms that are being produced on the stagnant 
zone of Sorbreen are a series of arch-bedded ridges composed predominantly of sand and 
gravel derived from debris bands. These do not appear to have been described previously and 
are therefore described in detail here. Both their structure and form are related to the dip of 
the debris band from which they are derived, and thus they are described as derived from 
high-angle (> 70°) bands and medium-angle (30° to 70°) bands. Low-angle ( < 30°) bands are 
restricted to the steep active ice margin and they give rise to another type of ridge. 

RIDGES DERIVED FROM HIGH-ANGLE (> 70°) DEBRIS BANDS 

Figure 4a, band c shows sections across three ridges which are typical of those developing 
from high-angle debris bands on the stagnant zone of Sorbreen, and which probably represent 
successive stages of a continuous process. 

Figure 4a shows a small ridge which has developed from a debris band that crops out on 
the glacier surface in the stagnant zone of the northern lobe. The surface slope of the slumped 
sediment is about 35° (the angle of rest) and the slope of the ice core is 45 0; thus the upper 
part of the ice core, mantled by less sediment than its lower part, ablates at a relatively 
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Fig. 4. a- d. Cross-sections illustrating the development of a ridge from a high-angle debris band. Ridges such as " a" and " b" 
are common on the glacier surface,. the ridge " c" is located at P in Figure 1C, and "d" is a I~ypothetical reconstruction of "c" 
with the ice core removed. Horizontal and vertical scales are the same 

greater rate, resulting in reduction of the slope of the ice core. Therefore, in ridges over 
0'9- 1'2 m. high both the ice core and its sediment mantle slope at 35° (Fig. 4b). 

A rudimentary bedding parallel to the surface slope is present in ridges less than o' 9 m. 
high bu t in larger ridges where debris travels a greater distance down the fl anks a distinct 
planar bedding is developed parallel to the surface slope (Fig. 5) . Cross-bedding is occasionall y 

Fig. 5. A rch bedding on the crest of an ice-cored ridge derivedfrom a high-angle debris band. Note the central debris d),ke in the 
background. The scale is I8 cm. long 
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present and wind-induced ripples are common. Small normal faults often occur in the 
sediment mantle, dipping both towards and away from the cres t of the ridge at angl es varying 
from 50° to 90° (Fig. 6) . The bedding is often dragged down a long the lines of th ese faults, 
which are themselves truncated by higher bedding planes, showing that fa ulting was actiye 
during d eposition . It is probable that some of these faults are slip planes activated by Row in 
th e underl ying till layer. 

Figure 4C shows a section across an ice-co red ridge (Fig. I c, d; P), which is typica l of 
many which occur in the inner part of the old moraine. It a ppears at first to res t upon outwash 
sands and gravels but it is more likely that the ice core is an irregularity on a continuously 
buried ice surface and that the sands and gravels mel'el y li e against the ridge (this interpreta 
tion is suggested in Figure I d ) . The Ranks of the ice core slope a t '2'2 0 and it has a marked Rat 
top on which the sediment mantle has a thi ckness of '2·4 m. as opposed to T· '2 m. on the 
flanks . There is a gradua l increase in dip from the hori zonta l beds direc tl y above the Rat 
topped ice core to those at the surface on both sides of th e crest line which dip at 3'2- 35° . .-\ 
imilar phenomenon was noted on the flanks of the ridge , where the superfi cia l beds dip at 

3'2- 35°, whilst those immediately a bove the ice core are pal·allel to the surface of the COl·e, 
dipping at '2'2 0. 

The thickness of debris conta ined in a nyon e debris band varies considera bly along its 
t rike, resulting in the larges t ridges being built up where the thickness of debris is greatest and 

vice versa (Fig. 7) . For instance, E- F (Fig . I C) is '275 m. long and is located a long the outcrop 
of a major debris band; it is not continuous but beaded, being broken up into six ridges of 
varying size by depressions where littl e sediment has been ex truded. It is thus possible to 

follow the outcrop of a single debris band by tracing the ridges derived from it. Of the d ebris 
bands shown in Figure I C, some were obse rved and others wer·e infelTed h a m ridges showing 
a central debri s d yke along their crests. 

Fig. 6. Flank of an ice-cored ridge, showing jJlanar bedding and small faults . The scale is I D cm. long 

SA 
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Fig. 7. An ice-cored ridge developedfrom a high-angle debris band. The ridge is situated along the thickest part of the band which 
can be traced into the foregrollnd where it contains little debris. The height of the ridge is 3 m. Note the old hummocky 
moraine in the background 

T he ridges shown in Figure 4a, b a nd c are single ridges d eveloped in rela tive isola tion, 
but the m aj ori ty of ridges are closely packed because of the proximi ty of the pa rent debris 
bands. La rge ridge complexes are form ed from such closely grouped d ebris bands, the sed i
ments from the various bands overlapping to g ive complex in terd igita tions of bedded sands 
a nd gravel, till , sil t a nd clay. K ettl e-holes occur in these ridge complexes and supraglacia l 
streams fl ow between the mounds. T he cha nnels left by these streams often have undulating 
long profil es due to ablation of the underlying ice. Figure 8 shows part of such a ridge complex 
and Figure 9 shows its down-glacier fl ank . 

Discussion 

T he steeply dipping cen tra l debris band is responsible for the cha racteristic form and 
structu re of the ridges described a bove in that it provides a continuous supply of sedimen t 
which slumps down bo th flanks of the ridge, where it builds up a t the a ngle of res t. The 
variation of dip in the beds of the sediment m a ntle in those ridges in the inner part of the old 
moraine is related to the gradua l decrease in slope of the m elting ice core. Beds previously 
deposited at the angle of rest now dip a t a lower angle because of the d ecrease in slope of the 
underlying core, whilst newly d eposited beds dip at the angle of rest . These ridges therefore 
show a progressive decrease in dip in the bedded sedimen t mantle from the surface to the ice 
core (Fig. 4c) . As the slope of the ice core decreases below 15 - 20 ° there is an insufficient supply 
of sediment from the summit to re tain the beds on the fla nks at the angle of rest, and so 
sediment builds up on the summit a rea alone. 

In a ny attempt to correla te the forms described a bove with the products of a ncien t 
glacia tion it is importa nt to be a ble to infer their even tua l form and structure when the ice 
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Fig. 8. Part of a ridge complex develo/led along the line of a series of closely packed debris bands. The highest ridge has a sand 
alld gravel mantle, and it is Cllt through 0/1 the right by a stream channel. The /)001 in the foreground (5 m. wide) lies along 
the fine of a clavey debris band 

Fig. 9. Down-glacier .flank of the ridge cam/)lex between E alld F in Figure IC. The ridge is 12 m. high 

cores have completely disappeared. This may be done by reference to forms which are 
probably of d ebris-band origin and whose ice cores have either completely or nearly wasted 
away (such forms are described on p . 730), and by attempting to predict the final forms of 
currently forming ice-cored ridges derived from debris bands. If it is assumed that an ice core 
will normally waste away without any drastic re-arrangement of the overlying sediments, the 
r idge shown in F igure 4C will give rise to the one shown in Figure 4d when the ice core fina ll y 
disappears. The sediment above the ice core has been projected down on to a horizontal plane, 
which could be the glacier substratum or an ice surface and, where the resu ltant sediment slope 
would have been greater than 35°, the sed iment has been re-distributed down-slope. The 
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centra l pa rt of the ridge will p ro ba bly retain a n a rch-bedded structure and some folding and 
faulting may result, due to re-distribution of sediment as the ice core disappears. The central 
debris band may well survive. The assumption that the sediment m antle will survive melting 
of the underl ying ice m ay be justified by reference to ridges in the outer part of the old 
hummocky m ora ine (see p . 730) which do not a ppear to have ice cores and which a re proba bl y 
d erived from d ebris ba nds. 

D estruction of ice-cored ridges and o ther constructiona l form s in the immedia te proglacia l 
area of Sorbreen is ca used by erosion by outwash streams rather than by mass wasting. Areas 
of constructiona l topography which have been left high above stream channels a nd ou twash 
fans appear to be safe from erosion if the glacier maintains its retreat. Severa l V estspitsbergen 
g laciers show this pat tern of retreat by the presence of isola ted blocks of hummocky mora ine 
surrounded by braided outwash . 

R IDGES DERIV ED F ROM MEDIUM - ANG LE (30- 70°) D EB R IS B ANDS 

In the southern pa rt of the stagnant a rea of the northern lobe and in the sm all stagnan t 
area of the southern lobe of Sorb reen, the debris bands a re of the same thickness and structure 
as those fa rther north, bu t they di p up-glaciel' at a ngles of 30° to 70°. K ettl e-holes, and sil t 
and clay sheets, a re fo rmed from these d ebris ba nds in the same way as from high-angle bands, 
but ice-cored ridges derived from them show a very different structure. F igure loa, b and c 
shows cross-sections th rough three sand ridges which proba bly represent successive stages of 
development. 

Because of the lower angle of dip of the d ebris band, sediment falls preferentiall y on to i ts 
down-glacier side, initia ting an ice core on tha t side of, a nd beneath , the debris band (Fig. 
loa) . A further stage is shown in Figures lO b and I I. This ridge lies along the outcrop of a 
d ebris band which val'ies considera bl y in thi ckness a long its strike and dips up-glacier a t 60°. 
T he r idge is I ' 5 m . high and 4' 5 m . in leng th , the sediment m antle consists of fin e- to coarse
grained gravell y sand with subordina te silt, h av ing a thickness of 0 ·8 m . on the summit and 
overl ying an ice core whose fl anks slope a t 35°. The sediments on the down-glacier flank of the 
ridge have pla na r bedding with a dip of 30- 35° throughout their whole thickness . The up
glacier flank of the ice core is convex, sloping at 60° a t the foot a nd d ecreasing to 35° higher up. 
The sediments on this fl ank consist of : a lower bed ("x" in Fig. lOb), which was origina ll y 
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Fig . 10 . a- d. CroSS-s2ct ;ons illustrating the development of a ridge from a mediulIl-angle debris band. T he ridge " b" is located 
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Fig. J 1. Ridge developed from a medium-angle debris band (croll/ling ant on the left ) with part of the sediment mantle removed 
to reveal the ice core. The boulders on the ridge have slill/led down the ice slo,be to the left. The scale is 18 cm. long 

englacial and has reta ined its englacial structure (this bed is folded into a series of tigh t 
isoclinal folds whose axial planes are parallel to the surface of the adjacent ice core) ; and a n 
upper bed ("y" in Fig. [ob) of pla nar bedded sands dipping at 35° and overlying bed "x" 
unconformabl y. The sediments of both the up-glacier and down-glacier slopes are underlain 
by a thin and variable (up to [5 cm .) till layer which rests directly on the ice co re. The upper 
bedded layer ("y" ) on the up-glacier flank is d erived by slumping from the lower layer (" x" ) . 
When the material of this lower layer first em erges from the ice it is frozen and thus able to 
support itself at a high angle, but as it thaws out material falls from it to form an upper layer 
which dips at the angle of res t. 

Figure J oc shows a ridge (Fig. [c; R ) which probably represents the next stage of develop
ment. It is one of a group of flat-topped forms, which li e beyond the glacier front a nd appear 
to rest on outwash gravels, the fla!1ks slope at 25° and the ice core has a flat top. T his ridge 
appears to have been derived from a medium-angle d ebris band as the structures in the 
sed iment mantle are similar to those of the ridge shown in Figure l ob. Thicknesses of up to 
30 cm . of till , derived from the wast ing ice core, occur between the ice core and the bedded 
mantle. 

I so la ted ridges such as those described a bove are rare, for as ridges derived from d ebris 
bands grow in size they tend to merge and ridge complexes a re buil t up. A good section 
through one of these ridge complexes, partly exposed by m elt-water erosion , is shown in 
Figure I n. Five major debris bands have contributed to the form ation of this complex, three 
of which a re composed of sand and g rave l d ebris and give rise to prominen t r idges, whilst two 
have extruded mainl y silty d ebris wh ich has flowed freely over the su rface of the ridge complex. 
K ettl e-holes are developed in several places a long the lines of the silt-rich bands. The ice core 
of the westernmost ridge contains a high proportion of unsorted debris, a nd as a result the 
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b. 

? • Cf51i7 
Fig. J 2. a. Section through a ridge complex (S in Figure lC ) develoJledfrom a series of medium-angle debris bands. This section 

was exposed in the side of a stream channel. b. Probable structure on melting of the underlying ice. Horizontal and vertical 
scales are the same 

5ediment mantle is a mixed one of bedded sand with lenses and streaks of slumped till. There 
are also occasional patches of bare ice on the flanks of this ridge and much wet till with streaks 
of sand (often showing folded slump structures) occurs around the base. Large-scale cross
bedding is developed on the down-glacier side of this outer ridge. 

Discussion 

The main difference between the ridges derived from medium-angle debris bands and 
those d erived from high-angle bands is that the sediment tends to form a uniformly thick 
mantle over the ice cores of the former rather than building up preferentially on the summit. 
Thus, if it is again assumed that final melting of the ice core does not produce any great re
arrangement of the overlying sediment, the resultant form will have a low relief. A flat-topped 
form (Fig. IOC) is likely to produce a table-like form (Fig. IOd) on melting of the ice core. 

Ice-cored ridge complexes derived from m edium-angle debris bands are likely to produce 
a low-relief hummocky topography with a complex internal structure. Figure I2b is an 
approximation of the complex structure which might result on the melting of the ice core of 
the ridge complex in Figure In. 

RIDGES BUILT UP AT THE STEEP GLACIER FRONT 

Although the ridges described above lie parallel to the ice front, they do not delimit it. 
But south of the stagnant areas, at the foot of the steep (active) glacier front, an end moraine 
has built up. This is 5' 5 m. high and is composed of debris falling from the ice wall above. 
Some of this debris is sorted material derived from low-angle « 30°) debris bands and som e is 
unsorted d ebris derived from the basal part of the glacier. The resultant ridge sediments are 
thus composf'd of poorly sorted material (from clay to boulders '2' 4 m . in diameter) and they 
show only a crude stratification. 45 to 90 m. beyond the glacier front lies a similar ridge 
(Fig. IC; G - H ) , which is surrounded by outwash gravels. On "'n aerial photograph taken in 
J 936 this ridge marked the glacier front. 

CORRELATION OF RIDGES IN THE O UTER PART OF THE OLD HUMMOCKY MORAINE WITH 

ACTIVELY FORMING RIDGES 

The series of ridges derived from high- and medium-angle debris bands shows an evolution 
from clearly supraglacial forms with acute ice cores to ridges in the inner pa rt of the old 
hummocky moraine which have only small ice cores. There is, however, a sharp dividing line 
between the latter and those in which an ice core is either absent or too deep to be detected. 
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This is the line ofa deeply cut undulating channel (Fig. I C; I- J ) . Beyond this line there is a 
belt of hummocky moraine (the easternmost part of which is shown in Figure I c), similar in 
form to the hummocky moraine areas of Pleistocene age. It trends roughly east- west and was 
probably parallel to a former glacier front . The component ridges a re elongated and mutually 
parallel, slopes are generally gentler than those in the ridges nearer the glacier margin and 
individual ridges cover a greater area. This belt of hummocky m oraine is cut by a series of 
channels, often with undulating bed profiles, which are either parallel or transverse to the long 
axes of the m oraine ridges, resulting in a reticulate pattern. 

Several topographic elem ents can be identified in this old hummocky moraine: 

1. Acute ridges composed of a rch-bedded sands and silts with flanks sloping at angles up 
to 30°. 

11. Table-like forms, often with a slight summit d epression , which form part of a relatively 
low-relief moraine. They are composed of bedded sands, silts and gravels, which lie 
horizontally on the summit and dip up to 25° on the flanks. 

Ill. K ettle-holes, often with raised rims and sides which consist of silt, clay or sandy till. 
Some kettle-holes are developed in outwash gravels and the raised rims of many are 
breached . 

Several a uger holes were put down in the outer part of the old hummocky m ora ine to 
depths ranging from I' 2 to 3' 6 m ., proving mostl y sand a nd silt with a little gravel. 
Ice was detected at one locality onl y, I ' 2 m. below the bottom of a kettle-hole. The 
form and structure of the ridges which make up this old hummocky moraine (Fig. 13) suggest 
that they were formed supraglacially from d ebris bands and that the ice cores have either 
disappeared or are very small. The ta ble-like forms and the low-relief hummocky m oraine 
are probably derived from m edium-angle d ebris bands, whilst the acute ridges are derived 
from high-angle debris ba nds, but raised-rim kettle-holes could be d erived from either. 

Fig. [3 . Part if the old hummocky moraine 
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Considering the whole length of this old hummocky mora ine (Fig. 13), there is a tendency 
for the outer pa rt to be of low relief and to include table-like forms, whilst acute ridges occur 
in the inner pa rt. These two zones probably represent the former positions of m edium- and 
high-a ngle d ebris bands, respectively. This zonation could be expla ined if the outer, probably 
stagna nt, part of the glacier had a d ebris cover built up from medium-a ngle debris ba nds, 
which would thus be a considera ble resistance to the flow of the active ice a nd might cause the 
developmen t of high-angle structures on its up-glacier side. 

Although upstanding ice cores as such were not detected beneath the m ounds making up 
the outer part of the old hummocky m ora ine lying beyond the cha nnel I -J (Fig. I C) , it was 
impossible to determine whether a dead glacier-ice surface exists deep below these mora inic 
d eposits. The fact tha t part of the stagnant glacier margin lies on a level with or below the 
level of these old m ora inic deposits (and there is ev idence that this stagna nt ice is still quite 
thick) indicates that much of the present ex tra-glacia l outwash is probably underl a in by glacier 
ice as implied in Figure I d . If this is so, and this buried glacier ice is overlain by variable 
thicknesses of outwash sediment as one would expect, the present flat outwash sheets could 
develop a hummocky kettled surface when the buried ice disappears; indeed , bra ided outwash 
sedimen ts which lie beyond the influence of present-day outwash streams have developed 
kettle-holes and a hummocky surface. 

There are thus two types of hummocky deposit which could develop on the ma rgin of 
Sorbreen on fi nal melting of the underlying ice: fi rs t, ridges and kettle-holes d erived directl y 
from debris dykes on the glacier surface, and secondly, hummocks developed from outwash 
and flowed till , etc., which overlie an irregular surface of dead ice. 

Another factor which seems likely to complicate the formation of a hummocky moraine 
a t the stagnant rrargin of Sorbreen is the existence of a la rge number of englacial streams. 
M a ny of these streams have laid down considera ble deposits in their channels, and some of 
them a re now emerging supraglacia ll y (e.g. eskers K - L and M - N in Figure I C) . Thus, a 
considerable amount of englacial a nd subg lacial fluvial ma terial lies beneath some of the 
supraglacial m ora ine forms and outwash deposits, a nd it is probable that when the latter are 
fina lly deposited on the glacier substra tum their surface form will be considerably modified by 
superimposition on a pattern of subglacial a nd englacial fluvia l deposits. Indeed the strict 
pa rallelism which typifies m any of the actively forming ridges on the glacier margin appears 
to have broken down to a cer tain extent in the outer part of the old hummocky moraine a nd, 
whilst much of this may be due to the disappearance of ice cores, it is likely that part is due to 
the superimposition of supraglacial forms on englacial and subglacial fluvial d eposits. 

ABLAT ION O F I CE CORES 

In early August, when these m easurements were made, the ice core of the ridge shown in 
Figure 4c was melting under a thickness of 2 · 5 m . of sand and gravel a nd up to 30 cm . of 
wet till , the air tempera ture a t the time being 7°C. Interpolating from data for Longyearbyen, 
Vestspitsbergen, it is probable that average tempera tures a t Sorbreen for the months of June, 
July and August are above freez ing, with average tempera tures for September at about o°C . 
Thus, on warm days in August melting goes on under a t least 2·75 m. of till (observed a t the 
base of a horizontal t ill sheet on ice) . It is likely therefore that during the other summer 
m onths there is active a blation of m any ice cores, a lthough it was not possible to determine the 
maximum depth of cover which would allow abla tion . T here is a lso evidence from the ice 
cores tha t were examined tha t there is a net loss of ice during the year. In a ll these cases there 
is a sha rp contact between the ice cores and the overl ying sediment, there being no incorpora
tion of sediment within the ice as would occur if there had been net accretion of ice during the 
yea r. Thus, as a n exact ba la nce wi th neither net accretion nor net wastage is extremely 
unlikely in a ll these cases, it would appear that the ice cores of moraine ridges around the 
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margin of S0rbreen are slowly diminishing. It could even be that snow cover during the 
winter months hinders freez ing, a phenom enon which could produce a vet"y complex move
ment of the o°C. isotherm . 

0strem ( [965 ), working in Norway, found that in an average air temperatu re somewhat 
below IOoC. the o°C. isotherm penetrated to 2·5 m . in till overlying an ice core. There is a 
possibility tha t similar or g reater depths of thawing are a tta ined in till on Sorbreen wi th 
lower a ir tempera tures, as there are 24 hI". of dayligh t in summer. Also, the depth of thawing 
in sand and gravel is likely to be g reater tha n for till because of the penetra tion of warm a ir, 
rain wa ter and m elt water through the pore spaces of the sedimen t, resulting in greater melting 
of the ice core. I t would be interesting to determine the thicknesses of sand and gravel required 
to inhibit a blation of underlying ice, for if par t of the ou twash pla in of S0rbreen is underla in 
by dead glacier ice, much of this is probably deep enough to be safe from abla tion under 
present conditions, though the hummocky kettl ed outwash indicates that some buried ice is 
actively a blating. 

T he possibili ty of the ex istence of ice cores for long pet"iods of time aftet" deglaciation is an 
impor tant considera tion in dealing with a reas of both present-day a nd a ncient glacia tion, 
a nd it is likely tha t such ice cores could survive short interstadia l periods. 

I MP LICATIONS OF T HIS W ORK 

[. The moraine ridges derived from d ebris bands a t the margin of S0rbreen bear a close 
simila rity to two groups of features which have been described from a reas of Pleistocene 
g lacia tion : 

a . "Controlled disintegration features" . These were d efined by Gravenor a nd Kupsch 
( [ 959) as reflecting structures of the originally active ice a nd they mainly consist of 
linear ridges aligned para llel to former ice fronts. They include such well-known 
fea tures as " wash board ridges" a nd are generally explained by one of three hypotheses: 
the ridges a re pressed up subglacia lly into basal crevasses (H oppe, 1952) or shear planes 
(Elson, [95 7); they are pushed up frontally by periodic re-adva nce of the glacier 
(Gwynne, 1942 ) ; they are formed by the accumula tion of m a terial in crevasses in the 
glacier surface (Tanner, 19 15; Lundqvist, [93 7) . 

It is now possible to envisage another mode of origin for m any "controlled disinte
gra tion features" , i.e. they a re derived from debris bands which crop out on the glacier 
surface and have survived m elting of the underl ying ice. Complex seri es of "controlled" 
ridges could then be derived from closely packed d ebris bands, and single, widely 
spaced ridges could be derived from widely spaced debris ba nds. The composition of the 
ridges would d epend on the composition of the debris ba nds from which they are 
derived, a nd they might va ry from till to silt, sand a nd gravel. 

b. Bedded ridges and mounds which a re generally assumed to be wa ter-deposited a nd are 
classified as eskers a nd kam es. Certain of the bedded m oraine ridges of S0rbreen have 
ma ny of the characteristics of eskers; they are arch-bedded , beaded and have a sinuous 
course, whilst many fla t-topped mounds (e.g. some of those derived from medium-a ngle 
d ebris bands) have the form of kames, and the m oraine complexes have the form of 
kame-and-kettle mora ine. This is a striking example of the way in which forms of very 
d ifferent orig in m ay have a considerable simila rity, a lthough it is possible to differentia te 
between them on the basis of sedimentary structu res. It is not unlikely that a Pleistocene 
ice sheet, m oving over a bed of poorly consolida ted sands, would have produced bedded 
moraines of the type developed on S0I·breen, and a close exam ina tion would be re
quired before these could be differentia ted from fluvioglacial la nd forms. Some 
supposedly fluvioglacia l ridges, such as the Aujpressings-Oser of D enmark (M adsen, 
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1900; Milthers, 1942) which have a till core overlain by steeply dipping beds of sand 
and gravel, and a vertical dyke along the middle of the ridge are so like the bedded 
moraine ridges derived from high-angle debris bands on Sorbreen that it is tempting 
to doubt their fluvial origin. 

2. Much of the sediment deposited at the margin of Sorbreen is underlain by glacier ice. 
Many other glaciers in Vestspitsbergen and Nordaustlandet also have broad areas of ice-cored 
moraine and show evidence that part of the outwash plain is underlain by ice. 

Ice-cored bedded deposits with a hummocky surface form, or concentric series of ice-cored 
bedded ridges, have previously been taken to be push moraines (Stauchmoriinen ) originating 
by the pushing up of fluvial or marine sediments into ridges by re-advance pulses of the glacier 
during retreat. Some of this bedded hummocky terrain is due to the melting of ice beneath 
outwash deposits, but many of the so-called push moraines appear to be derived from debris 
bands and are not the result of pushing up of fluvial and marine sediments by small re
advances. 

3. The glaciers of Vestspitsbergen and Nordaustlandet, as opposed to those of Greenland 
and many other Arctic and Antarctic regions, traverse an area of relatively soft sedimentary 
rocks which often have a thick mantle of unconsolidated deposits. The broad ablation area 
encourages the development of high-angle structures which emplace this easily eroded debris 
in a supraglacial position, giving rise to supraglacial hummocky and flat-lying moraine. 
Englacial fluvial deposits are also common in Vestspitsbergen glaciers (Szupryczynski, 
[965) and many englacial streams come to the surface in the frontal areas and deposit broad 
areas of outwash sands and gravels on the ice, thus making it impossible to determine the exact 
glacier margin. 

This is a situation which is probably very similar to that of many of the Pleistocene glaciers 
of north-western Europe. If this is the case, one would expect the stagnant frontal areas of these 
glaciers to have had a thick cover of supraglacial moraine and fluvial sediments in addition to 
extensive subglacial and englacial fluvial deposits. Such a model could explain many of the 
kame-and-kettl e moraine of areas of Pleistocene glaciation. The last stages of stagnation would 
be marked by active deposition over buried ice, itself full of fluvial sediment and abundant 
debris, which on final melting (taking perhaps thousands of years) would give rise to a complex 
hummocky kettle moraine. This would explain several common features of kame-and-kettle 
moraines: 

a. Hummocks of bedded sands whose sedimentary structures indicate an open envIron-
ment such as one of braided stream channels. 

b. Oversteepened beds, normal faulting and other collapse structures. 

c. The common occurrence of a till which coats the surface of hummocks. 

d. The occurrence of channels with an undulating long profile. 

e. Kettle-holes containing orgaJ1Jc deposits which began to form long after regional 
deglaciation. 

4. The complex sequences of deposits derived from adjacent debris bands and the inter
digita tion of till and silt with flu vioglacial deposits at the glacier margin (Fig. IC) are of 
considerable interest. Pleistocene sequences of this type have often been interpreted in terms 
of several phases of glacier advance and retreat on no more evidence than such alternations 
of till and sand and g ravel. For instance, the deposits shown in Figure Id (sec tion at locality 
D ) might well have been interpreted as representing the successive advance, retreat and re
advance of a glacier. This is obviously not so in the case quoted above, and it is therefore 
suggested that other criteria, apart from mere lithologica l variation, should be used to 
interpret Pleistocene glacial sequences. 
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